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Putting Life into your Landscape” Winter  2014 

 

Chairman’s Opening Remarks 

 
As I write this the beginning of winter has arrived unfortunately predominantly wet not cold. The autumn leaves are hanging on 

the trees with them being at the half on half off stage with some glorious yellows and golden amongst the green.  

 

Recent months in coppice terms thankfully has been a time of co-operation of Coppice 

Groups. The Gathering of the National Federation ran thankd in no small part to a  

Beneficiation from the late Cedric Moore. The photo shows two members of HCCG and two 

members of Dorset Coppice Group who were the Barbecue crew for the Bonsley visit.  

 

On the subject of the Gathering, you will see a separate report elsewhere in the Teller but I 

would just add three things.  Those of you who were not there missed a good un and it is not 

likely to be that close to home for a year or four, the Hog Roast was a very good meal; I  

always think meat tastes better the larger the lump it has been cut from, it was magic to see the 

faces of younger coppice workers from Cumbria watching in awe Peter Lane slatting out rods 

that they would put aside as bean sticks and not attempt to cleave.  

 

Let us hope euro coppice is set up in a spirit of co-operation not as a sour grapes backlash; 

time will tell.  

 

Thank you to the members who came to the AGM and gave myself and the Committee their support. The amendment to the  

Constitution moving the AGM to the spring will be beneficial to the Group long term and the creation of two new Committee 

posts with people to fill them shows the growth of our group since the inaugural meeting on 28th March 2003. 

 

We do not plan a Christmas social this year as the Committee feels your coming months will be full enough already, but we aim 

to kick off January with an interesting speaker or a further film evening.  

 

In recent weeks, talking to hurdle makers, the orders which were sparse in the summer have filled out to above seasonal demand 

now. Logs are selling very well, possibly ‘fuelled’, if you will pardon the pun, with press speculation about will the National Grid 

cope with a cold winter. If you have logs in the log shed you can almost see the warmth.  

 

Happy coppice cutting whilst the sap is down and may the rain ease off to allow some easier extraction.  

 

Yours in Green woodwork 

 

Peter Jameson 

 

AGM 

 
As mentioned above, it has been decided to move the AGM to the spring. It is hoped to incorporate it into a Skill Share day in a 

wood with the facilities to have a barbecue in the evening. We hope this will be of interest to you as the members, and that more 

of you will be able to come.  

 

Peter has also mentioned that we have added two new Committee posts. It was felt that as the membership was 4-5 times higher 

than when HCCG started, and as we had people willing to fill the positions, it would be a good idea to increase the Committee 

numbers slightly without making them unwieldy.  

 

Those of you that weren’t able to come missed a chance to chat and find out what others are doing and interested in. We hope 

more of you will be able to come to the next AGM.   
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Weald and Downland Autumn Countryside Weekend 

 
October is always a difficult month to hold a major event outside, and the weather forecast was not good, so all of us came  

prepared for wet weather.  

 

The organisation of our part of the show, courtesy of Mark Allery, was as easy as usual; go on the end over there. No formal 

‘must be within certain size’ or people scrabbling around with clipboards trying to find where you are to go to the nearest inch. 

The APT had a good showing and although SSCG signs predominated, there were several representatives from HCCG, some with 

single and some with joint membership.  

 

To start with, the weather wasn’t too bad. Fairly mild and dry if somewhat overcast, although we had one or two showers but no 

wind. Then we had a sudden squall where the wind came up and the rain came down. Not quite a Biblical flood, but enough to 

have us scrambling for the windward tent side. On Saturday, because of the weather in part, there were not too many visitors, but 

those that came were reasonably interested in what we were all doing.  

 

The besom competition took place with all the competitors working in their own shelters as it had come on to rain again. The  

results are at the bottom of this report. If you would like to see the besom makers in action look at the short film by Harry Rogers 

http://youtu.be/7mag0DtTFOo?list=UUUydSC4GgiVQbcpjQTR_zQw 

 

Sunday was supposed to be finer although a bit cooler. More visitors came out, and we 

had a reasonably good day. The spar and hurdle making competitions took place under a 

fine cedar tree with  5 competitors in each. The HCCG Chairman wishes to inform the 

world that he made 2 more spars than at the Great Dorset Steam Fair and he didn’t come 

last. Hampshire was well represented in the hurdle making competition with Hampshire 

participants coming 1st and 3rd.  

 

Unfortunately, at about 3.30 p.m. the rain, forecast to start about 5 p.m. decided to make 

an early appearance. The organisers of the Show decided that we could all pack up an 

hour early as most of the visitors had left, and before the fields became swamps. We 

still got very wet, and had wet tents to sort out, but at least we didn’t have to hang on 

for another soggy hour.  

 

Thanks to Mark Allery for organising the greenwood section. A good feat of organisation of a group he has likened, in another 

context, to herding cats.  

 

Results of Competitions 

 

Besoms 

 

1st Chris Lechford £60 

2nd Alan Waters  £50 

3rd Phil Piddell  £50 

 

Thanks to the Weald and Downland Museum for sponsoring this event.  

 

Spar Making 

 

1st Ivor Parsons  94 £150 and the Presidents Cup 

2nd Ian James  50 £75 

3rd Rod Miller  46 £50 

4th Peter Jameson 38 

5th Joe Tegwell  13 Apprentice thatcher and novice spar maker 

 

Thanks to the National Society of Master Thatchers for sponsoring the event and presenting the cup.  

 

Hurdle Making 

 

1st Ken Galton  Southwick 46 points £150 

2nd Ivor Parsons  Chilmark 44 points £75 

3rd Darren Hammerton Meon Valley 43 points £50 

4th Rod Miller  Lulworth 37 points 

5th Robert Dixon  Salisbury 33 points 

 

Judges; Ian James and Peter Jameson 

 

Thanks to the Weald and Downland Museum for sponsoring this event.  

http://youtu.be/7mag0DtTFOo?list=UUUydSC4GgiVQbcpjQTR_zQw
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National Coppice Federation Gathering 

 
The National Coppice Federation (NCFed) Gathering took place over the weekend of the 18th and 19th October at the Ancient 

Technology Centre (ATC) at Cranborne.  

 

Some of the participants arrived on the Friday and some slept in places like the Viking Long House or the Iron Age Round 

House, while some preferred tents. Novel camping at the very least! I did notice though that everyone used modern sleeping bags, 

not the skins and blankets that would have gone with the houses. 

 

We started on Saturday with a tour of the site. They have a variety of interesting buildings  

including the ones above, a Roman forge and the Earth House where the AGM and a few other 

things were held. Although I had visited before a couple of times, I still found it interesting. 

The Earth House, for those that have not visited the ATC is quite spectacular. It looks like a 

round house with a turf roof, but on entering, for a start it is fairly light because of a skylight in 

the top, and it is composed of a dug out central area with a fire, with tiers of steps which are 

used for seating going down to it.  

 

Throughout the day various participants were doing skill sharing; birch pimps, spar  

making, gate and wattle hurdles. Unfortunately I didn’t get any more pictures, but this shows 

HCCG member Ken Galton demonstrating withy making. HCCG member Les Brannon was 

doing gate hurdles, and Alan Waters pimps.  

 

 

 

The main part of the proceedings started with an introduction, then the  

presentation of a film on crate making by someone studying the craft.  

Although hazel crates were superseded by  weld mesh crates in the 1960s, 

there is still one man who used to make them. He worked around Stoke on 

Trent, but most of his rods came from Hampshire as so many were used, the 

coppice around Stoke could not supply enough. My apologies for this  

picture, which I have used before, but it does show a hazel crate being 

packed with crockery.  

 

 

 

After lunch we visited Garston Wood which is an RSPB reserve and mainly 

worked by volunteers and young people from the ATC. Among other things, 

they are trying various forms of deer fencing as they have all types of deer there 

except Chinese Water Deer. The problem is to make the fence sturdy enough to 

keep out red deer and to prevent muncjac getting in. The coup we went into 

looked reasonable. As well as fencing with diagonal rods in the style of dead 

hedging, they had also put brash all in one direction over the stools. There was 

no sign of damage caused by the brash, which surprised most of us. They are not 

getting as much product out as they could, as so much is being used in the  

fencing, but at least the hazel is being kept in rotation. There was a plan to  

produce clearings outside of the coups for butterflies and flowers; some of us 

might think this superfluous in a hazel coppice.  

 

 

Once we got back we had some workshops on various subjects. We joined the one on charcoal and biochar. The NCFed are  

thinking of producing a generic bag to supersede the Coppice Association bags that are still sold. We also had a discussion on 

other aspects of charcoal production and selling. If any  HCCG members are interested in small numbers of bags, please  

remember that we have our own bags with the HCCG logo on.  

 

There was a hog roast for dinner after which the AGM took place in the Earth House. Apart from the Election of Trustees, there 

was a discussion then vote about the most important things that the NCFed should concentrate on over the next year. The ones 

selected were coppice restoration, publicity and promotion and adding value to products e.g. linking to Grown in Britain  

campaign . There will be other subjects dealt with as part of the general running of the NCFed.  

 

I would like to thank the Committee who ran the Gathering, Chaired by Paul Vodden, and including several members of HCCG 

such as Phil Clayton who set up the web paying and Toni Brannon, and all those who dealt with the general running of the  

weekend such as feeding us tea and coffee. Thanks also to those who provided the skill share Les Brannon, Ken Galton, Alan 

Waters and all the others.  

 

Chris Westcott HCCG 
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The Gathering-Continued 

 

The second Gathering of the NCFed was held at the Ancient Technology centre over the weekend of October 18 th.  Around 60 

people attended and had a great time sharing skills and watching some of our older members doing what they do best.  We were 

delighted to see how many young people came and it was fascinating to see how absorbed they became in the anecdotes about 

coppicing in days gone by by older members.  It must be said that it is disappointing that very few members from Dorset and 

Hampshire took the opportunity represented by the Gathering to meet and network with coppice workers from around the  

country.  It is to be hoped that more of you will see the value of taking part in such events in the future. 

 

One of the issues that has taken up quite a bit of time over the last year in the deliberations of the Directors has been the status of 

the Sussex and Surrey Coppice Group.  After much soul searching on their part they have decided not to join the Federation at 

this stage but to see how it goes over the next year and review the situation then.   In order not to lose contact with an important 

coppice Group and after much discussion it was decided to co-opt the newly elected Chair of the SSCG as a Director of the  

Federation.  This decision stands for a year after which it will be reviewed. 

 

The Minutes of the AGM will be put on the website in due course as will the Minutes of Directors meetings as they take place.  

So if you would like to keep up with what is going on in the Fed please look at the website where you can also take part on the 

forums dealing with important coppicing issues. 

 

Paul Vodden HCCG, DCG, SSCG 

 

 

The stalwarts who looked after us over the weekend.  

Apologies about the quality of the picture.  

Sew on Badges 

 
Toni Brannon has found a source of sew on HCCG badges if anyone wants them to put on existing clothing. They cost £4 and 

can be obtained from Toni (phone number on last page). If anyone wants their own clothing to have the logo put on, this is also  

available at owners risk. Again, please contact Toni.  

Subscriptions 

 
Subscriptions are due on 1st October. If you have not paid yet, please contact Toni Brannon. The subscription is £10 a year, 

which is very good value for money, particularly if you make use of the Members Products and Services page of the web-site and 

receive information from Toni about jobs and other opportunities. 

 

If you do not pay by the beginning of January, (unless you have a standing order in place) you will not receive any further copies 

of the Teller, your name will be removed from the web-site and you will no longer receive information from Toni. Because of the 

HCCG affiliation to the National Coppice Federation, you will also no longer qualify for discounted insurance through their  

arrangements.  

 

There are a relatively small number of members who do not pay on time, but it causes Toni as Membership Secretary a lot of  

unnecessary extra work. Please pay promptly, and make it a New Year Resolution to pay on time next year.  

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 

 
Wishing all members and their families a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. May the weather behave itself and may 

your coppicing efforts be crowned with success.  
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 "Who’d have thought – Oak can be torn! 
  

One of the highlights of the week - making thin strips of riven oak after boiling. 

 

For those who haven’t heard, the Bill Hogarth Memorial Apprenticeship Trust (BHMAT) run a 

week long woodland skills course in Cumbia (1st – 5th September 2014) (which can be used as 

entry onto their apprenticeship scheme) (http://coppiceapprentice.org.uk/index.php).  I forget 

how we found out about this course, but the reminders from HCCG & NCFed to sign up and 

attend were very welcome.  

 

As first time attendees we (HCG member Ruth Kernohan & soon to be member Nic Cuckson) 

went on the four 1 day  

workshops.  Repeat offenders can choose from more in-depth two 2 day (boardwalk construction 

and carving) or one 4 day  

workshop (yurt making). About 50 people attended the week with some living in ‘van luxury’ 

whilst most slipped back into the woods at night (to camp of course!). 

  

We started our four inspiring workshops learning how to make Treen with Twiggy.  A chilled 

out day of making resulted in gypsy flowers, clothes pegs, spatulas and tent pegs. Mind the 

knives though as one bit Nic! Lesson learnt. 

 

Day 2 was making Riven Oak panels with Owen Jones MBE.  The whole panel is 

made from just one 4ft long quality (butt end) log, from this we created our  

product and learnt the secrets of ‘negotiating’ a good split.  The oak, from which 

the woven riven strips were made, was left to boil for about 4 hours and came out 

extremely hot, completely black and with a gooseberry scented bark – gloves and 

towelling thigh protectors were essential.  Competition was high as our workshop 

split into girls vs boys. 

 

Day 3 was stick stools finished with a woven seat with Lorna Singleton.  The trick 

is to make a tight tenon and keep the tension up on the weave as you go.  

        

Day 4 was a boiling hot day of practical coppicing with Sam Ansell – learning the skills, 

tools and methods of ‘dressing out’ resulting in consistent coppice products (5ft hedging 

stakes, 8ft bean poles and 8-12ft hurdle rods). 

  

Thursday evening brought everyone  together with a bar-b-q followed by a gathering around 

the fire, sharing (listening to and enjoying) folk songs.  A more sedate Friday completed the 

week with a selection of workshops to sign up for (tool sharpening / willow weaving / 

broom making / carving / rope and twine).  

  

The food was amazing!  Cooked mainly on a wood fired (trailer mounted) oven.  Lunch was 

included in the course and for a small fee, breakfast and supper (and a well-stocked bar). 

Evening activities included information on the apprenticeship, traditional Irish craft films 

and a hilarious beer fuelled quiz night (which we didn’t come last in!). 

 

Wonderful people, setting, atmosphere and experience.  Whether you are in a position to 

apply for the apprenticeship, use the certificate for evidence of training or more in depth 

reflection (or simply as we found, meeting like-minded people and the enjoyment of  

learning new skills) it’s well worth the trip, and at £190-250 it’s a bargain." 
 
Ruth Kernohan 

http://coppiceapprentice.org.uk/index.php
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Management Committee 

 

Peter Jameson, Member 01202 603202 (Chairman) 

Toni Brannon, Assoc 02392 580988 (Secretary and 

Membership) 

Steve Reed, Assoc (Treasurer) 

John Westcott, Member 02392 596720 (Vice Chairman) 
Christine Westcott, Member 02392 596720 

(The Teller co-editor) 

Peter Lane, Member 01425 654413 

Darren Hammerton 

Phil Clayton 

Kester Westcott 

Chris Sparkes 

Phil Allen 

Restored Streams, Pollard Holly and Ponies 

 

In  September 2005 Wesnet Services Ltd. were contracted by the Forestry Commission to do some extraction work at Holmsley 

as part of the Life 2 Project.  

 

The Stoney Brook adjacent to Holmsley Campsite had, over the years, because of straightening and 

canalisation downstream, become very deep and was cutting further back into the mires, draining 

them and producing a fissure. Part of the Life 2 Project was to restore this and other streams and 

mires to preserve the habitat. The first stage of this work had been to cut the trees down around the 

stream, particularly birch and pine. The logs were left scattered over the area, although some had 

been stacked, but the ground was too wet to use conventional extraction equipment, both because it 

would bog down, and because it would cut up the ground too much. As a result, we were contracted 

to use our alpine tractor and forwarder as they were low impact and far lighter than conventional 

equipment. Some timber had to be left as it was on too boggy ground or there was no way of  

getting to it.  

 

Once most of the timber had been removed and stacked adjacent to the campsite, the soil in the 

stream was dug out, a mixture of wood dams and heather bales staked in place with chestnut posts 

was put in the bottom, and the original soil restored. This brought the stream bed up to within about 

0.5m of the surface. Over time the heather bales gather silt and as they rot, become part of the 

stream bed.  

 

We visited the site again in August 2014 when we were passing through the area, 

mainly to look at the regeneration of the stream and surrounding areas. The  

restoration has worked very well with the surrounding mires returning, some 

sphagnum moss developing and a lot of bilberry, heather and other plants in the 

surrounding areas. There are plenty of plants growing in the stream bed and the 

level of the surface seems to have been maintained. The Final Report and  

subsequent reports on the streams record this as a successful restoration.  

 

While walking through to the stream, we found that there has been a lot of holly 

pollarding over the last few years. This is a characteristic of the New Forest but  

coming from the other side of Hampshire, it is uncommon to us. It is a tradition 

in the New Forest to coppice the holly to feed livestock such as  ponies, and  

Kester, who was at college with several Forest students, says the rumour is that 

you only have to start a chainsaw in the Forest, and the ponies come expecting a feed. Apologies to any Forest members if they 

know this just to be an idle story. 

 

Over the last few years there has been a lot of work carried out to improve the standard of the New Forest ponies. I understand 

that the stallions have been selected, and that poor specimens of both sexes have been removed from the Forest. We met several 

ponies while we were in the area; some of whom were doing their ‘lets mug the tourist for food’ act by refusing to let cars out of 

the side roads. They all looked to be in fine condition. I know it is the end of summer when they have had good grazing, but they 

certainly seemed in better condition than I have seen in the past. The breeding programme seems to be paying dividends.  

  


